I bake! that's my superpower
WebQuest Description: This is an e-learning providing you facts and information about how fun baking is. Along the way, you will
learn the different types of pastry products. For now, you are still a rookie and need to be train. Just enjoy the activities and you'll
discover that you have the superpower to bake.
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WELCOME TO YOUR MISSIONYou've been selected as my personal assistant. Alarming you that after you finish this task, you'll be
given a reward. Your task is to help me find the different types of baking products in a old dangerous place. This is for the benefit of
all the unfortunate people all over the world. &nbsp;Are you ready to become a superhero?&nbsp;You need to be skillful and alert on
everything we encounter. READY?&nbsp;

ï»¿ï»¿Here's the different task you need to accomplished:1. You need to enter the house. Note that the old and dangerous house has
a password.The password is about one general topic that Spiderman want you to accomplished.2. Take a closer look to the kitchen of
the house and describe what you see.&nbsp;3. There are 4 cabinets. Every cabinet has a note. Think of what's the best answer for
each note.&nbsp;4. You need to follow what's the instruction on the note before the dark hour comes.

ï»¿You are walking towards the door when you remember that there is a password.One of those things that sounds really easy but
can be extremely challengingï»¿_ _ _ _ _ _After you got the password, you remember to watch out the four cabinets in the
kitchen.You opened the first cabinet and you found out&nbsp;.....&nbsp;QUICK BREADSYou jot down notes on a Microsoft Word
because you know this would help a lot of people&nbsp;You drink lots of water because you are so tired of the first task.Next, you
opened the second cabinet and found something good to eat. It was a bunch of cookiesCOOKIESYou tasted the cookies and it was
good.. It was perfect for the unfortunate people.Again you write the recipe of cookies on the Microsoft Word.After you write down all
the recipe you realize that dark hours is coming and there are two cabinets left that you need to open.You opened the third cabinet
but there is no note. You got distracted by the sound coming from the refrigerator and then you see the note.....&nbsp;CAKESï»¿You
then hear a shout coming from the window and it was SPIDERMANYou double your time and jot down all the notes you need from
the video about cakes.You opened the last cabinet and it was....BUTTERCREAM FROSTINGCREAM CHEESE FROSTINGROYAL
ICING"The dark hour is coming" Spiderman said, " You need to pick one type of baking products and make one." He
added.&nbsp;&nbsp;Once you have chosen your ideal product from the different types of baking products presented above make one
of it on your laboratory class.

Your product will be evaluated with the following rubrics. Read the following rubrics below.

Category and Score

Poor (75 - 80)

Fair (81 - 89)

Good (90-97)

Excellent (98 -100)

Cleanliness of the
Area

Sanitation is not
followed. Obvious
cleanliness issues.
Area not clean.

Some sanitation
procedures followed:
temperature control,
hand/equipment
sanitation. Area not
clean when event
concludes.

All possible sanitation
procedures followed:
temperature control,
hand/equipment
sanitation. Area not
clean with in time limits.

All possible sanitation
procedures followed:
temperature control,
hand/equipment
sanitation. Area clean
when event concludes

Uniqueness of the
product

Cake design and
decorations are simplistic

Cake design/
decorations display a
few skills

Cake design and
decorations display at
several skills

Cake display many skills
with a unique idea

Score

Category and Score
Taste / Design

Over-all Presentation

Poor (75 - 80)

Fair (81 - 89)

Good (90-97)

Excellent (98 -100)

The product does not
seem to be palatable

The product are
showing a simple but
not that well presented

The product needs just
a few improvements to
be ready for customer
especially the taste

The product is amazing
especially in its taste
and design

Not appealing especially
to the customers

Need to improve more
importantly the
presentation

Some details about the
design does not match
the taste of the product

Over-all element of the
product is accurately
connected which made
it a good one

Score

Total Score

ï»¿Are you ready to bake your very own products?&nbsp;SAY YES IF YOU ARE EXCITED!Your task is almost done, it was a great
help to the unfortunate people. You've almost completed the task that SPIDERMAN had given to you. However, if you have the
difficulty of finding a recipe for your own baking products here is some samples that would make your realize that baking is fun. When
you bake you got your unique superpower. Just bear in mind that baking is extremely challenging but through time to time you will be
develop and taste the fruit of your hardship. Don't forget that baking is fun when you have fun.&nbsp;

FOR STUDENTS:You have gone through a lot of difficulties and this time you accomplished it more than you expected.
Congratulations to you for your unending patience.FOR TEACHERS:This kind of e-learning is suitable for the students applying their
knowledge,skills and attitude. I would to suggest that this is the best e-learning that would help the students arouse their learning and
intelligence.
Standards
This e-learning is aligned with the educational system called OUTCOMES-BASED EDUCATION. This web quest is suitable to the the
learners grade 9 to 12. Additionally, the e-learning follows the SMART pattern. S for Specific, M for Measurable, A for Attainable, R for
Reliable and T for Time bound.
Credits
I would like to mention all of the links and images that was used in the web quest. It was a great help for the students to learn more
about baking. To the sample web quest, it really make me understand what's the flow of this e-learning.&nbsp;
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